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Visit us at the Caravan
Salon in Düsseldorf
Hall 13 Booth D70

BARTOLACCI DESIGN S.R.L. - Via Lisbona , 7/A
50065 Pontassieve (Firenze) - Italy
Ph. +39 055 8345116 - www.bartolaccidesign.it

Bartolacci sets the standards
On the eve of the Düsseldorf Caravan Salon, Andrea Bartolacci identifies as main objectives the consolidation of its main European markets. Founded in 2005, Bartolacci Design has set the standards in the
illumination engineering industry aimed at recreational vehicles for more than ten years.
Words Andrea Cattaneo

artolacci Design is a Florence-based company specialized in
led lighting manufacturing for recreational vehicles.
Established in 2005, for more than a decade this company
has been committed to improving and proposing innovative, high
quality products to its customers. Bartolacci Design wishes to thank
its customers for the trust and cooperation received over the years,
crucial relationships through which the firm has experienced a tremendous growth. "Today, in order to continue to operate at our full
potential - says Andrea Bartolacci - we have decided to change the
legal form of the company from individual company to Srl. What
will never change is our commitment to increasing the cooperation
with customers with the aim not only to offer worldwide-recognized top quality products but also to combine them with a special
development that takes place by involving the customer himself in
the design and manufacturing process". On the eve of the
Düsseldorf Caravan Salon, Andrea Bartolacci identifies as main
objectives the consolidation of its main European markets, such as
France, Germany and Italy, and the increase of the market penetration process that Bertolacci Design is currently implementing in
other important extra-European markets: "This year we have cooperated with one of the largest manufacturing groups in the world
for the development and implementation of an innovative lighting
concept that will be presented at the Caravan Salon 2016 in
Düsseldorf. We invite all our customers and industry operators to
visit us during this important event" Bartolacci Design offers a product whose production, excluding leds that are certified and guaranteed for their color temperature, takes place entirely in Italy with
Italian components. Today, Bartolacci Design lighting systems are
mounted on the vehicles of the leading recretional vehicles manufacturers in Europe, as a result of the emphasis being placed on cutting-edge technologies and advanced quality control systems research. "We don’t want to be for the motorhomes manufacturer concludes Andrea Bartolacci - just a supplier, but also and especially a technical and strategic partner in the design of high-quality,
custom lighting systems".
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Company Profile

ounded in 2005, Bartolacci Design has set the standards
in the illumination engineering industry aimed at
recreational vehicles for more than ten years, offering
innovation, design and cutting-edge technologies. With its
headquarters based in Tuscany, the Italian Company owns
state-of-the-art equipment for plexiglass laser cutting apt
to create any shape and customization, but also to test
new solutions such as, for example, the combination of different materials. All the production phases are followed
on the field and each product is tested and certified.
Thanks to a flexible approach, Bartolacci Design is able to
respond quickly to any camper manufacturers’ request by
increasing the production volumes without affecting the
quality of the products. Among the best-sellers, we find
the LED spotlights with flexible or rigid joint arm, the builtin LED spotlights HT and HTR series, the linear and ceiling
lamps. Several types and models are available: they differ
in the type of light generated, diffused or semi-diffused,
with tones ranging from warm white, cool white to neutral white.
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